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GIVEAWAY!

OSU ARTS FESTIVAL 2021

Easel N Ink by Dhruba

Agalu African Music

Ray Morgan Art
The Student Arts Alliance would
like to thank all of the artists for
participating in the OSU Art
Festival! We would also like to
thank all of our sponsors and
volunteers for making this event
possible!
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Spray Painting hosted by
SUAB

ACE MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

EMMA GILLINGER
Emma Gillinger is from Keller, Texas! Emma is the Marketing Director
for the Student Union Activities Board, you’ll catch her at tabling events
or making all of our SUAB swag! Emma is a Junior double majoring in
Marketing and Management, with a minor in Human Resources. When
she is not working with SUAB she loves to go to concerts, play in the
Cowboy Marching Band, and watch any kind of Disney movie!

&A with Emma

Q

1) How has SUAB help you grow as a person?
Emma: Being a part of SUAB has really helped me grow as a leader and a person. Leading
the Marketing Committee has taught me a lot about how to connect with people, and lead
them to be their best selves and create the best work that they can. Because of that, I have
created a better version of myself through them.
2) What makes SUAB different from other organizations on campus?
Emma: I am a part of multiple organizations across campus and SUAB sticks out the most
to me for multiple reasons, the first being the quality of experiences you receive when
attending a SUAB event. You are always greeted with a smile and enthusiasm from every
student/staff across every event, and I think that is something very rare and special.
3) Favorite memory in SUAB and why?
Emma: My favorite memory in SUAB was at the Executive Board retreat this summer, I feel
like that was the first time that we had all bonded and gotten close to each other, and it
was very special to watch everyone's walls come down and grow together
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#PETESBOOKSHELF
"WHITE NOISE" BY DON DELILLO

White Noise tells the story of
Jack Gladney, his fourth wife,
Babette, and four ultram odern
offspring as they navigate the
rocky passages of family life to
the background babble of brandname consumerism. When an
industrial accident unleashes an
"airborne toxic event," a lethal
black chemical cloud floats over
their lives. The menacing cloud is
a more urgent and visible version
of the "white noise" engulfing
the Gladneys-radio
transmissions, sirens,
microwaves, ultrasonic
appliances, and TV murmuringspulsing with life, yet suggesting
something ominous.

The book is announced on Instagram @saa_okstate on the 1st of the month
Come by the Office of Arts, Culture, & Entertainment, SU 250, to register to
participate*
Make sure you can attend the book chat before you register (December 2)
Take your book and start reading
Attend the book chat and enjoy a FREE dinner on us!
*If you do not attend the book discussion, you will be charged $10 to your bursar
account for the book and dinner that were ordered for you.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

| dÍa de Los Muertos | 6-8pm | SU Plaza
11/11| Murder Mystery Dinner|6PM|SU Ballroom
11/13| Spirit Walk (TCU) |TBD| Hester St.
11/16| DIY Crewneck|11:30AM-2PM|SU French Lounge
11/1

|Artist trading cards|4:30-6:30PM| SU French lounge
11/09|Theatre on the lawn auditions "She Kills Monsters"
6:30-8:30PM|SU Exhibit room 1
11/10| Drive-In Movie (Shrek)|7PM|Western Fields
11/15| Book Drive|11am-2pm|SU Plaza
11/17|DIY Wednesday (wax art)|11AM-2PM|SU plaza
11/4
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ACE GIVEAWAY!
This month, we are giving away an OSU
Themed Gift to show our appreciation!

*ENTRY: ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION
- WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE OSU TRADITION?
*PLEASE COMMENT YOUR ANSWER ON THE STUDENT
ARTS ALLIANCE NEWSLETTER INSTAGRAM POST
*THE WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON NOVEMBER 8TH!
SAA INSTAGRAM: @SAA_OKSTATE
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